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Abstract
The Ds(2320) state recently observed by BaBar in the D+s π0 channel may be the first of a host of cqq¯q¯ four-quark states.
We give a phenomenological account of the masses and decay modes. The isosinglet Ds(2320) state is the only narrow one,
dominated by the observed isospin violating decay and less than ∼ 100 keV in width. All other states are expected to decay
hadronically. Notable resonances are in doubly chargedD+s π+,D+K+, wrong pairingD+K−, and alsoD+s K−,Dη channels.
We propose B decays as searching ground for such 4-quark states, which recoil against D¯(∗) meson from B decay, or π+ D¯(∗),
K¯ mesons from B¯ decay. Exotic qcc¯q¯ charmonia could also be produced, and may be behind the slow J/ψ bump in inclusive
B→ J/ψ +X decay.
 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
BaBar experiment [1] has recently discovered a
new narrow state, theD+s (2320), decaying intoD+s π0.
The width is consistent with experimental resolu-
tion. It is lighter than expected from potential mod-
els [2], considerably below the observed D+s1(2536)
and D+sJ (2573) believed to be the 1+ and 2+ P -wave
states with j = 3/2 for the s quark spin-orbit an-
gular momentum. The D+s π0 decay angular distrib-
ution is flat. These facts suggest a JP = 0+ assign-
ment, which forbids D+s (2320)→D+s ππ transitions.
Since D+s (2320)→D+s π0 would violate isospin if it
is a normal cs¯ meson, this is consistent with its nar-
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D+s (2320)→ D+s γ and D+s γ γ electromagnetic de-
cays, which are so far absent. A possible D∗+s π0 state
could exist at 2460 MeV, but is not yet established. It
was therefore suggested that either the 2-quark poten-
tial models should be revised, or the D+s (2320) could
be a four-quark state.
A light 0+ hadron nonet exists and could be in-
terpreted as 4-quark states. The a0(980) and f0(980)
mesons are often viewed as KK¯ molecules, which ac-
counts for their near degeneracy with 2mK . However,
the recent observation of B− → f0(980)K− decay
[3,4] (and possibly B− → a0(980)K−) casts doubt
to this picture, since it is hard to conceive a loosely
bound state to be ejected in B decay with 2.5 GeV en-
ergy. Furthermore, two experiments, E791 at Fermilab
Tevatron [5], and BES at BEPC [6], have claimed the
se.
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channel. Together with the resurrected σ (f0(600)),
one has an isospin triplet, two doublets and two sin-
glets. They could be composed of qqq¯q¯ with q = u,
d , s, as we shall see.
It has been argued [7] that a strong attraction be-
tween (qq)3∗ and (q¯q¯)3 [8,9], where 3∗ and 3 here
refer to color, and the absence of the orbital angu-
lar momentum barrier in the S-wave 4-quark state,
may explain why the scalar nonet formed by σ , κ ,
f0(980) and a0(980) is lighter than the conventional
qq¯ nonet composed of f0(1370), a0(1450), K∗0 (1430)
and f0(1500)/f0(1710). By the same token, it is likely
that a scalar cnn¯s¯ 4-quark state, where n = u,d , will
be lighter than the 0+ P -wave cs¯ state, where a typ-
ical potential model prediction gives 2487 MeV [2].
Hence, the cnn¯s¯ state could lie below the DK thresh-
old and decay only to D+s π0 final state. One is thus
motivated to consider the cqq¯q¯ 4-quark meson sce-
nario, originally suggested by Lipkin [10], and explore
its possible multiplet structure. In this Letter we pur-
sue such a direction, and in particular propose B de-
cays as a possible avenue to uncover a host of such
states. The B meson acts as a “filter” for background
suppression, which should be compared with direct
search of broad resonances in charm fragmentation.
2. The scalar qqq¯q¯ and cqq¯q¯ multiplets
Taking cue from the light hadron nonet, one con-
siders the 3∗ under SU(3) formed by qq , i.e., ud ,
us and ds where the flavors in the pair are distinct.
Combining with the 3 of q¯q¯ , one therefore gets an 8
plus a 1. The κ state, if it exists at all, is an isodou-
blet that can be written as [udd¯s¯]+ and [duu¯s¯]0, plus
its antiparticle, where we have suppressed all (anti-)
symmetrizations of quark or quark–anti-quark pair-
ings. The charged components for a0 can be writ-
ten as a+0 = [sud¯s¯]+ = (a−0 )∗, with the neutral com-
ponent written as a00 = [s(nn¯)−s¯]0 to respect isospin
((nn¯)± ≡ (uu¯± dd¯)/
√
2 ). We write f0 = [s(nn¯)+s¯]0
which is orthogonal to a00 and is an isosinglet. This
leaves σ = [udd¯u¯]0 which is also a singlet. Although
f0 and σ (and for that matter, a0) could mix, there is
no evidence for f0 and σ to deviate from the flavorFig. 1. The 3∗ and 6 multiplets of cqq¯q¯ mesons, where
cq = cu, cd, cs , and q¯q¯ = d¯ s¯, u¯s¯, u¯d¯ .
content we assign. The mass pattern supports isospin
multiplets split by their s or s¯ content.
Extending to the 3 constructed from cq , one finds
the cqq¯q¯ 4-quark mesons form a 3∗ and a 6. Un-
like Suzuki and Tuan [11], we think it is the isospin
multiplets that matter, with splittings between multi-
plets determined more by s or s¯ content. Although
3∗–6 splitting cannot be ruled out, this is the assump-
tion we shall follow. In the notation of Lipkin, Suzuki
and Tuan, the singlet of 3∗ is denoted as F˜+X , while
the triplet and singlet of 6 are denoted F˜I and F˜ 0S ;
we shall denote these as D˜+0s = [c(nn¯)+s¯]+, D˜1s =
([cdu¯s¯]0, [c(nn¯)−s¯]+, [cud¯s¯]++) and D˜0s¯ = [csu¯d¯]0.
Note that we have retained the tilde notation of Lip-
kin for 4-quark states, but dropped F since it is no
longer in use. Instead, we have extended the conven-
tion for D+s mesons, e.g., the D˜s¯ state has c and s
flavor, rather than s¯! Following this convention, and
our assumption that the mass eigenstates are deter-
mined by its (absence of) s/s¯ , ss¯ content, we de-
note the two doublets as D˜ = ([cdd¯u¯]0, [cuu¯d¯]+)
and D˜ss¯ = ([css¯u¯]0, [css¯d¯]+), where we assume ideal
mixing. These states, put in the form of 3∗ and 6, are
illustrated in Fig. 1.
The D˜+0s state is an isosinglet, and can be identified
with the narrow Ds(2320) state found by BaBar. We
shall argue that all other states decay hadronically. But
we need to first develop some picture on mass split-
tings. Besides the D˜+0s state and the aforementioned
D˜0s¯ having cs rather than cs¯ flavor, another notable
state is the exotic doubly charged scalar D˜++1s .
3. Masses, decay modes and widths
This section should be viewed as providing only
guesstimates.
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plet masses which are split by its s or s¯ quark content,
rather than work on SU(3) multiplet masses. We shall
ignore isospin splittings within an isomultiplet. We
therefore expect the mass ordering of mD˜ < mD˜Is 
mD˜s¯
< mD˜ss¯
, where mD˜1s–mD˜0s is susceptible to a
possible 6–3∗ splitting, which we ignore.
We illustrate with a picture of “naive constituent
diquark model” for 4-quark mesons, in analogy to the
usual Naive Quark Model of normal mesons, just for
counting purposes. Let us take
mnn =m0, msn =m0 +∆m0,
(1)mcn =m, mcs =m+∆m,
where n = u,d , and we allow for δm = ∆m − ∆m0
to be nonzero, since the cs and ns pairing may have
different (QCD) dynamics. We then find that
mD˜ ∼m+m0 ∼ 2100–2200 MeV,
mD˜Is
∼m+m0 +∆m0 ∼ 2320 MeV,
mD˜s¯
∼m+m0 +∆m∼ 2320 MeV+ δm,
(2)
mD˜ss¯
∼m+m0 +∆m0 +∆m∼ 2500 MeV+ δm,
which realizes the above ordering, and allows D˜Is
to be heavier or lighter than D˜s¯ . The assignment of
mD˜Is
∼ 2320 MeV is clear. Let us explain the other
numbers.
Applying Eq. (1) to the qqq¯q¯ scalar nonet, we find
mσ ∼ 2m0, mκ ∼ 2m0+∆m0, ma0,f0 ∼ 2m0+2∆m0,
where the degeneracy of a0 and f0 is realized. The
splitting mκ −mσ ∼ 200 MeV vs. ma0/f0 −mκ ∼ 180
MeV is reasonable. We note, however, that the 4-quark
σ state could be affected by chiral symmetry breaking
which leads to the pion being a pseudo-Goldstone
boson. Mindful of this, we take m0 ∼ 300 MeV,
∆m0 ∼ 180 MeV. With these numbers as input we
arrive at the numerical suggestions in Eq. (2). Note
that this numerology implies m = mcn ∼ 1800 MeV,
which is higher than the naive mc constituent mass.
This is in contrast with mnn ∼ mn and msn ∼ ms ,
and is one of the reasons behind our treatment of
δm = ∆m − ∆m0 = (mcs − mcn) − (msn − mnn) as
potentially nonzero. From this trend, we speculate that
δm > 0, hence mD˜s¯  mD˜Is , and mD˜ss¯ is probably
above 2500 MeV. With these masses, we now discuss
decay modes.By taking m
D˜Is
∼ 2320 MeV, we identify the
isosinglet D˜0s with the narrow BaBar state. Since
this is below DK threshold, only the D+s π0 isospin
violating decay is allowed, which is consistent with
what is observed. Electromagnetic decays are often on
equal footing with isospin violating decays, but BaBar
seems to find these to be subdominant. It is of interest
to understand this.
The isospin-violating strong decay D˜+0s → D+s π0
can proceed via D˜+0s → D+s η(η′) followed by η(η′)–
π0 mixing [12]. We consider the flavor mixing of ηn
and ηs defined by ηn = (1/
√
2 )(uu¯+dd¯) and ηs = ss¯.
The wave functions of the η and η′ are then given by
η= ηn cosφ − ηs sinφ,
(3)η′ = ηn sinφ + ηs cosφ.
A phenomenological analysis of many different exper-
imental processes indicates φ = 39.3◦ [13].
The isospin violating term induced by the u and d
quark mass difference is
(4)L= 1
2
(md −mu)(u¯u− d¯d).
The strong coupling for D˜+0s →D+s π0 then reads
gD˜+0sD
+
s π
0 =
(
md −mu
m2η −m2π
sin2 φ + md −mu
m2
η′ −m2π
cos2 φ
)
(5)× 1
2
gD˜0sD
+
s ηn
〈
π0
∣∣u¯u− d¯d|ηn〉,
where 〈π0| · · · |ηn〉 can be evaluated as [14]
(6)〈π0∣∣u¯u− d¯d|ηn〉 = 〈π0∣∣u¯u+ d¯d∣∣π0〉= 2v,
with v = −2〈q¯q〉/f 2π = m2π/(mu + md). We shall
make two estimates of the strong coupling g
D˜0sD
+
s ηn
.
First, it can be extracted from the measured width
of κ whose coupling is gκKπ = √3/2g0 in terms
of g
D˜0sD
+
s ηn
= g0 based on SU(4) symmetry. Using
Γκ ≈ 400 MeV, we obtain gD˜0sD+s ηn ≈ 4.4 GeV and
hence
(7)Γ (D˜+0s →D+s π0)≈ 11 keV.
Second, in the 2-quark model for D∗0 , the P -wave
scalar, the D∗0Dπ coupling has been estimated in
the framework of QCD sum rules by two differ-
ent methods, giving gD∗Dπ = (6.3 ± 1.2) GeV and0
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suppressed relative to D˜0s → D+s ηn, it is expected
that gD˜0sD+s ηn > gD∗0Dπ . Taking gD˜0sD+s ηn = 15 GeV
as a representative value, we are led to Γ (D˜+0s →
D+s π0) = 130 keV. In any rate, it is fair to conclude
that the width of D˜+0s is smaller than 1 MeV and lies
in between 10 and 100 keV.
For the radiative decay D˜+0s →D+s γ γ , three differ-
ent contributions have been considered by [11]:
(i) two-photon transition between four-quark states,
(ii) two-photon emission by pair annihilation, and
(iii) two photon emission from s¯ quark.
A naive estimate of two-photon transition between nn¯
and nn¯ states are [11]
(8)Γ (D˜+0s →D+s γ γ )
1
12π
α2∆5
M4
,
where ∆ = mD˜0s − mDs and M is the constituent
quark mass of u and d . Numerically, Γ (D˜+0s →
D+s γ γ ) 0.48 keV. For two-photon emission by pair
annihilation, it can proceed via D˜+0s →D+s η followed
by η→ γ γ . Current algebra leads to [11]
(9)Γ (D˜+0s →D+s γ γ )≈
1
192π3
(
α
8πfπ
)2
∆9
f 2πm
4
η
,
giving ∼ 4 × 10−5 keV, which is further suppressed.
We conclude that D˜+0s decay being dominated by the
isospin-violating strong decay is reasonable.
We have assumed that mD˜1s  mD˜0s by resort-
ing to quark content and some vague isospin argu-
ments. If this holds, since isospin splittings are rarely
more than 10 MeV, one is still below the mD +
mK threshold, but the D˜1s → D+s π decay is now
an allowed strong decay, with a typical width of
100 MeV or more. Note that this contains three modes:
D˜++1s → D+s π+, D˜+1s → D+s π0, and D˜01s → D+s π−.
The doubly charged scalar resonance would be as-
tounding. We caution that there may still be some
3∗–6 splitting, which would likely push the 6 higher
than the 3∗ [11]. This could open up the DK chan-
nels: D˜++1s →D+K+, D˜+1s →D+K0 and D0K+, and
D˜01s →D0K0. The doubly charged D+K+ scalar res-
onance would again be the most astounding.
The D˜ doublet ∼ 2100–2200 MeV in mass would
decay into Dπ , just like a normal D∗ meson, but withflat angular distributions, and a few 100 MeV in width.
They should in principle be distinct from the observed
D1(2420) and D2(2460) states since they are lower in
mass. Since the Dπ mass spectrum has been studied
for some time, it may be difficult to identify such
scalar resonances, but efforts should be renewed.
The D˜ss¯ is a second D-like doublet with ss¯ content,
which pushes its mass above 2500 MeV, as we
have argued in Eq. (2). Thus, it is above D+s K¯
threshold of ∼ 2460 MeV. Besides the D˜ss¯ → D+s K¯
channel, the Dη (and perhaps Dπ ) channel should
be subdominant, with a slightly lower threshold, and
could provide a useful crosscheck.
We finally reach the D˜s¯ exotic singlet with both
c and s flavor. We first offer another argument that
δm > 0 in Eq. (2). Suppose the opposite is true. Since
D˜0s is below DK threshold, so would D˜s¯ be below
DK¯ threshold. Inspection of the D˜s¯ quark flavor
composition, it contains all four distinct flavors, hence
it can then undergo only weak decay. Indeed, this was
one of the original excitements of Lipkin [10], and of
Suzuki and Tuan [11]. But given that 20–25 years have
elapsed, we find it highly unlikely that we have missed
a semi-stable, weakly decaying neutral D-like meson
at∼ 2300 MeV. Thus, we argue that m
D˜s¯
> mD+mK¯ ,
and one should search via D˜s¯ → D0K¯0 or D+K−
with a strong width of 100 MeV or more. Note the
unusual pairing of D and K¯ mesons.
The upshot of our discussion is that, BaBar found
the single narrow state which derives from its low
mass, allowing it to decay only via a suppressed
isospin violating channel. All other cqq¯q¯ scalar states
undergo strong decay hence would be considerably
broader.
4. B decays as D˜X spectroscope
All states except the Ds(2320) already seen by
BaBar would likely be broad states. But to convince
oneself of the 4-quark nature, it would be necessary to
uncover a major portion of the full spectroscopy. The
strongly decaying nature makes further direct search
in charm fragmentation not so optimistic. Instead, we
propose B decays as a “spectroscope” through which
one may search for such states with lower background.
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(B→ D¯D˜Is ), (c) B¯→ π−D˜ss¯ , π−D˜, (d) B¯→ D¯D˜0s¯ .
We give 5 types of production processes, showing
the richness.
B→ D¯(∗)D˜+0s The standard b¯→ cc¯s¯ decay leads to
B → D¯D+s , which is factorization dominant. As
illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the J+ vector current can
produce a scalar meson, which is not suppressed
because of c and light quark mass imbalance.
However, under factorization, it is precisely only
the singly charged isosinglet state, D˜+0s , that can
be produced. Applying the equation of motion
which leads to
m2a0fa−0
= i(md −mu)〈a−0 |d¯u|0〉,
(10)m2
D˜0s
fD˜0s
= i(mc −ms)〈D˜0s |c¯s|0〉,
and assuming 〈D˜0s |c¯s|0〉 ≈ 〈a−0 |d¯u|0〉, it follows
that fD˜0s ≈ 67±13 MeV for m(D˜0s)≈ 2.32 GeV
and fa±0 = 1.1 ± 0.2 MeV obtained from finite-
energy sum rules [16]. For fDs ∼ 230 MeV, this
means that the production rate of B → D¯D˜+0s is
smaller than that of B → D¯D+s by one order
of magnitude. It is important to confirm the
D+s (2320) state recoiling against a D¯ meson in
B decay.
B+ →D(∗)−D˜++1s (B→ D¯(∗)D˜I s) To overcome the
limitation of Fig. 2(a) to singly charged isosinglet
state under factorization, we construct a process
whereby the exotic doubly charged D˜++1s state can
be produced. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(b), where
the popping of a dd¯ pair between cc¯ allows B+
to decay to a D(∗)− plus the D˜++1s . The latter canbe searched for in D+s π+, or possibly D+K+
channels. It would be astonishing if a doubly
charged resonance is found. Note that Fig. 2(b)
provides a generic mechanism for B → D¯D˜s ,
i.e., all four D˜s states can be produced this way,
with appropriate pairing with a D¯ meson. For
example, the neutral state can be produced via
B0 → D¯0D˜01s , which can be searched for via
D˜01s →D+s π−, or perhaps D0K0 if allowed.
B¯→ π−D˜ss¯ , π−D˜ We illustrate in Fig. 2(c) a sec-
ond type of factorized production process, via
b → cu¯d . A π− is emitted in standard way, but
the b→ c current excites the effective popping of
an ss¯ pair in the recoil system, and a D˜ss¯ state can
be formed, which decays to D+s K¯ or perhaps Dη.
Likewise, but perhaps more difficult to disentan-
gle experimentally, the D˜ state can be produced,
which would decay to Dπ .
B¯→ D¯(∗)D˜s¯ To see how the exotic D˜s¯ state can
be produced, we reverse all quark directions in
Fig. 2(a) and reshuffle the s quark to pair with
the c quark from b → c transition, as illustrated
in Fig. 2(d). It is not clear whether Nature holds
sufficient dynamics for this, but it is best to
resort to data. Note that the D˜s¯ leads to “wrong”
pairings of D0K¯0 and D+K− compared to usual
B decay.
B¯0 → K¯D˜s , K0D˜0s¯ Finally, we turn to nonfactorized
processes that may also produce cqq¯q¯ states. The
process B¯0 →K−D+s has been observed by Belle
[17] and BaBar [18] at a rate that cannot come
from factorized amplitudes, but arise from either
final state rescattering, or from annihilation dia-
grams. Either way, annihilation, exchange of con-
stituents, and qq¯ popping can provide further av-
enues for 4-quark state search. For example, based
on su¯cs¯ configuration already present in B¯0 →
K−D+s final state, popping of dd¯ or uu¯ pairs
can lead to B¯0 →K−D˜+I s , K¯0D˜01s , as well as the
K0D˜0s¯ final states. Thus, one not only should see
the Ds(2320)→ D+s π0 state recoiling against a
single K(∗)− (with overlap of the narrow and the
broad state), but perhaps also search for B¯0 →
KS[D+s π−] (KS[D0K0]) and B¯0 → KS[D0K¯0],
KS[D+K¯−]. Besides the distinct D+K¯− channel,
for D0KS one in principle can also use mass sep-
aration.
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exhaustive. The main point is that B decays may act
as a “filter” through B reconstruction. In comparison,
although the Ds(2320) state was discovered in charm
fragmentation of e+e−→ cc¯, to find broad resonances
through such processes would be much more difficult.
5. Exotic charmonia and slow J/ψ from B decay?
It is natural to extend from cqq¯q¯ to cqq¯c¯ scalar
states, which form an 8 ⊕ 1. Continuing our main
assumption, the octet consists of an isotriplet and
isosinglet composed of [ncc¯n¯], plus two isodoublets
[ncc¯s¯] and its charge conjugate. The heavy singlet
has [scc¯s¯]0 structure. If we extrapolate from the naive
model of Eq. (1), we find
mncc¯n¯ ∼ 3600 MeVmDD¯,
mncc¯s¯ ∼ 3800 MeVmDsD¯,
(11)mscc¯s¯ ∼ 4000 MeVmDsD¯s ,
although whether [scc¯s¯]0 is still below DsD¯s thresh-
old is more dubious.
From Eq. (11) one can infer the dominant decay
modes. If the isosinglet [ncc¯n¯]00 is below DD¯, the
dominant decay would be [ncc¯n¯]00 → ηcη, since it
is clearly above the ηcη threshold. For the isotriplet,
[ncc¯n¯]1 → ηcπ should be the leading decay, but
the [ncc¯n¯]1 → J/ψρ∗ → J/ψππ decay, with ππ
peaking towards mρ , could be substantial. If the
isodoublet [ncc¯s¯] is below DsD¯ threshold, the leading
decays may be ηcK , or J/ψKπ with mKπ peaked
towards m∗K (perhaps less prominent than ρ case
because of smaller K∗ width).
We are intrigued to stress that there may be some
bearing for this already, in the observed “lump” for
slow momentum J/ψs belowp∗J/ψ  1 GeV observed
in inclusiveB decay. Such effect has been observed by
all three experiments [19], and can only be of hadronic
origin. The scenario of B → K(∗) + [ncc¯n¯]1 →
K + J/ψ(ππ)ρ∗ and B → (π,ρ) + [ncc¯s¯] → K +
J/ψ(Kπ)K∗ provide interesting possibilities whereby
J/ψ is forced slow by mππ (mKπ ) peaking towards
ρ (K∗) mass. But since in general the K(∗)ηcη or
(π,ρ)ηcK modes should be dominant, one should
search for these modes as crosschecks. Not only one
has interest to understand what is behind the slow J/ψbump in B decay, one may possibly uncover J/ψππ ,
ηcη, ηcπ , or J/ψKπ , ηcK 4-quark resonances.
Finally, if the [scc¯s¯]0 configuration resonates, it
may lead to B → KφJ/ψ (observed by CLEO [20])
and B→Kη(′)ηc , which also should be studied.
Incidentally, we note that in principle cc¯ could an-
nihilate via a single virtual gluon, i.e., cc¯→ g∗ → qq¯.
It would be interesting to see if the B→KKSK−π+
decay, which Belle claimed [21] to uncover the ηc(2S)
state in KSK−π+ decay, could contain some infor-
mation on a possible [ncc¯n¯] state, as the ηc(2S) mass
found at 3654 MeV seems on the high side (by ∼ 100
MeV compared to potential model expectations, but
could be consistent with the [ncc¯n¯] states.
We should also stress that exotic 0+ charmonia
could also be searched for directly in charm fragmen-
tation, e.g., in the recoil system of e+e− → J/ψ +X
at B Factory energies. It may in fact shed light on the
rather mysterious e+e− → ccc¯c¯ production observed
by Belle.
6. Discussion and conclusion
There is one potential problem for the 4-quark
interpretation of Ds(2320) observed by BaBar: There
is also hint [1] for a 2460 MeV state that decays to
D∗s π0, i.e., in the D+s π0γ final state. The existence of
this state was not yet conclusive in the BaBar paper,
but if it holds as another resonance, it cannot be of 0+
quantum number. The naive guess would be 1+. If so,
one interpretation of the Ds(2320) and “Ds(2460)”
pair would be the j = 1/2 s-spin doublet of 0+ and
1+. The question then gets translated into why these
states seem considerably lower in mass than expected.
For instance, the paper by Di Pierro and Eichten
[2] gives the masses at 2490 MeV and 2600 MeV,
respectively, and one usually expects these states to
be broad. If the 0+ state moves below DK threshold,
one ends up with the isospin violating D+s π0 decay as
dominant mode. But for the 1+ state, further mystery
is why its rate is not dominated by Ds(2460) →
D+s ππ , an allowed strong decay; Ds(2460)→D∗s π0
decay still would violate isospin. The width observed
by BaBar for the 2460 MeV state is barely larger
than resolution. We think it is far fetched at present
to consider 1+ states composed of cqq¯q¯ (in principle
one could also consider cgq¯ “hybrids”), and again
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look forward to clear establishment of theD∗+s π0 state
at 2460 MeV to clarify the situation.
In conclusion, starting from the observed narrow
Ds(2320) state by BaBar, together with the possibil-
ity of an emerging light scalar nonet, we have ex-
plored the possible interpretation via cqq¯q¯ 4-quark
states, which could naturally be below DK thresh-
old. We give a naive picture of the states, their
masses, and infer the corresponding decay modes.
Only the Ds(2320) state, identified as the D˜+0s isosin-
glet with [c(nn¯)+s¯]+ composition, decays dominantly
by isospin violating decay and is narrow. The remain-
ing triplet, two doublets, and a heavy singlet all decay
hadronically, hence broad. The decay signatures are
distinct. Particularly noteworthy are resonances in the
doubly charged D+s π+ (D+K+), and wrong pairing
D+K− channels. We propose a host of B decays as
possible “spectroscopes” to search for these exotic res-
onances, and give many explicit channels for further
study. The hadronic width of these particles may ham-
per the analogous program for direct search in charm
fragmentation. We extend the picture to include qcc¯q¯
states, which may lead to exotic 0+ charmonia reso-
nances that could be behind the slow J/ψ excess in B
decay, and may shed light on e+e− → ccc¯c¯ produc-
tion. It is clear that only by establishing a clear spec-
troscopy of at least half the multiplets, can one start to
put some faith in the cqq¯q¯ (or qcc¯q¯) 4-quark meson
scenario.
Note added
After this Letter was completed, we noticed the
appearance of the related works by R.N. Cahn, J.D.
Jackson, hep-ph/0305012, and T. Barnes, F.E. Close,
H.J. Lipkin, hep-ph/0305025. Based on heavy quark
effective theory and chiral perturbation theory, W.A.
Bardeen, E.J. Eichten and C. Hill (hep-ph/0305049)
have suggested that the newly observed Ds(2320) is
the 0+ cs¯ state and that there is a 1+ chiral partner with
the same mass splitting with respect to the 1− state as
that between the 0+ and 0− states. Interestingly, this
mass splitting was predicted a decade ago by M.A.
Nowak, M. Rho and I. Zahed (Phys. Rev. D 48 (1993)
4370) to be of the same order as the light constituent
quark mass. However, a renewed lattice calculationpresented by G.S. Bali (hep-ph/0305209) yields a
larger mass than what is observed. Finally, it should be
remarked that the existence of a new narrow resonance
with a mass near 2.46 GeV has been observed by
CLEO (D. Besson et al., hep-ex/0305100).
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